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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Purpose of this Report
The purpose of this Material Contravention Statement is to set out the justification for increased
height (along the northern boundary and the north eastern corner of the subject site) greater
than that prescribed in the Development Plan and height that is greater than that prescribed in
the Liberties LAP 2009-2020 along a small area of the southern boundary of the subject site, as
part of the proposed development to provide a mixed-use scheme including 368 No. student
accommodation bedspaces and a co-working space at a site known as a portion of the Brewery
Block bounded by Ardee Street, Newmarket, Brabazon Place/Brabazon Row and Saint Luke’s
Avenue, Dublin 8.
This report will also set out justification for the provision of 19 No. eight bedspace clusters that
are in excess of the internal standards for the maximum gross floor area set out in the
Development Plan.

1.2

Summary of the Proposed Development
The subject planning application is categorised as a Strategic Housing Development as defined
in Section 3 of the Planning and Development (Housing) and Residential Tenancies Act 2016
(amended July 2018), which states that Strategic Housing Development means:
‘a)

the development of 100 or more houses on land zoned for residential use for a
mixture of residential and other uses,

b)

the development of student accommodation units which, when combined,
contain 200 or more bedspaces, on land the zoning of which facilitates the
provision of student accommodation or a mixture of student accommodation and
other uses thereon.

c)

development that includes developments of the type referred to in paragraph a)
and of the type referred to in paragraph b), or

d)

the alteration of an existing planning permission granted under section 34 (other
than under subsection (3A)) where the proposed alteration relates to development
specified in paragraph a), b) or c).’ [Our Emphasis]

The development will principally consist of: the demolition of two existing industrial
warehouses (1,236 sq m), brick ruins (99 sq m), the remnants of a brick structure at the north
eastern corner of the subject site and along the northern boundary and the walls at ground
floor level onto Newmarket and Ardee Street; and the construction of a part-two to parteight storey mixed-use development in three blocks (12,248 sq m), comprising a co-working
shared space with associated café (325 sq m); and 368 No. student accommodation
bedspaces with associated facilities, which will be utilised for short-terms lets during student
holiday periods.
The Newmarket/Ardee Street block (Block A) proposes a part-two to part-six storey building
comprising ancillary student accommodation space including tv lounge, cinema room,
games space, events space, gym and common room, elements of which is contained within
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a double-height partially glazed amenity space over the existing underground vaults, with
parts of the vaults incorporated into the amenity space; ancillary management spaces; and
a bin and bicycle store all at ground floor level, with 146 No. bedspaces provided on the upper
floors in one single studio unit and 27 No. cluster units comprising a mix of 4, 5 and 6 No.
bedroom clusters.
The Brabazon Row block (Block B) comprises a part-six to part-eight storey building
providing community and study space; ancillary accommodation including plant rooms, substation, switch-room and generator all at ground floor level with 120 No. bedspaces on the
upper floors provided in 2 No. twin studio units and 17 No. cluster units comprising a mix of
6 and 8 No. bedroom clusters.
The St. Luke’s Avenue block (Block C) proposes a part-six to part-eight storey building
providing a co-working space at ground floor level with 102 No. bedspaces at the upper levels
comprising a mix of 6 No. and 8 No. bedroom clusters.
The development also proposes the conservation of and works to the existing brick tower
located towards the north-western corner of the site including the reinstatement of existing
blocked up opes and the utilisation of the ground level for communal amenity space; the
removal of a portion of the vaults at the northern end and the lowering of the floor level to
facilitate their opening up to provide communal amenity space; maintenance works to the
Protected Structure (415 sq m) at the corner of Newmarket and Brabazon Row/Brabazon
Place including the restoration of windows at ground floor level and the cleaning of the stone
façade; the retention of the façade of the building fronting Newmarket (No. 29 Newmarket)
directly adjoining and to the west of the Protected Structure; signage; cycle parking; a
service lay-by; hard and soft landscaping and external amenity spaces including courtyards
and a roof garden at fifth floor level of Block A facing north, south, east and west; balconies
on Block B facing west and Block C facing south; plant; and all associated works above and
below ground.

1.3

Background to the Preparation of this Report
As outlined in Section 1.1 of this report, justification will be provided for the contravention of the
provisions of the Development Plan in relation to the height of the proposed development and a
number of the student bedspace clusters which are in excess of the maximum internal gross floor
area standards and the Liberties LAP in relation to Building Height.
Building Height
Section 16.7.2 of the Dublin City Development Plan 2016-2022, permits a building height of up to
28m (commercial) and up to 24m (residential) within Inner City areas such as where the subject
site is located. The maximum overall height of the proposed residential development exceeds
that prescribed in the Development Plan as it is classified as a residential development and it is
27.26m along St Luke’s Avenue. The height of the proposed development also exceeds the
prescribed height of the Development Plan along the eastern elevation, as it rises to a height of
25.66m along Brabazon Row/ Brabazon Place.
The Liberties Local Area Plan 2009-2020 prescribes a general height of 15 metres for a portion of
the site fronting onto Newmarket with the policy stating:
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‘Buildings forming the edges of Newmarket Square must maintain a consistent parapet
height around the space at approximately 15 meters above ground level. Beyond the
parapet, buildings may extend in height provided they adequately set back to avoid
compromising the apparent height established by the parapet line’.

Fig 1.1:

Map Showing the Subject Site Annotated with a Red Dot and the Extent of
the Area where the Liberties LAP Prescribes a 15m Height)

Source:

Liberties LAP 2009-2020

The proposed development includes a parapet height of 16.8m within the area which has a
prescribed general height of 15m, for approximately 2m of the northern elevation of Block A.

Figure 1.2:

Image Showing the Extent of the Proposed Development within the Area
where the Liberties LAP Prescribes a 15m Height

Source:

Henry J Lyons
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We note that the policies contained within both the Development Plan and the Liberties LAP
were provided prior to the introduction of the Urban Development and Building Heights –
Guidelines for Planning Authorities (December 2018), which were introduced under Section 28 of
the Planning and Development Act, 2000 (as amended). An Bord Pleanála and Planning
Authorities must have regard to these Guidelines and we note with particular reference to the
Specific Planning Policy Requirements (SPPRs) set out in the Building Height Guidelines, these
elements are mandatory. SPPR 1 of the Guidelines notes that blanket numerical limitations on
building height shall not be provided for through statutory plans therefore the imposition of a
restriction at the subject site would be contrary to SPPR 1.
It is our professional planning opinion that given the progression of National Policy and the
specific context of the subject site, there is significant potential for the subject site to provide
increased heights, subject to appropriate safeguards. This will be detailed further in the following
sections of this Material Contravention Statement.
Guidelines for Student Accommodation
Section 16.10.7 of the Development Plan sets out Dublin City Council’s guidelines for student
accommodation, including internal standards which apply to all proposals for student
accommodation:
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•

‘Student accommodation to generally be provided by grouping study bedrooms in
‘’house’’ units, with a minimum of 3 bedspaces with an overall minimum gross floor
area of 55 sq m up to a maximum gross floor area of 160 sq m.

•

Single/Double occupancy studio units that provide en-suite bathroom facilities and
kitchenettes/cooking facilities will also be considered, with a minimum gross floor
area of 25 sq m and a maximum gross floor area of 35 sq m.

•

Within campus locations consideration will be given to the provision of townhouse,
‘’own door’’ student accommodation with a maximum of 12 bedspaces per
townhouse.

•

Shared kitchen/living/dining rooms shall be provided, based on a minimum 4 sq m
per bed space in the ‘‘house’’ and ‘’town house’’ unit, in addition to any circulation
space.

•

Minimum bedroom sizes for ‘’house’’ and ‘’town house’’ units will be:
o

Single study bedroom 8 sq m (with en-suite shower, toilet and basin 12 sq
m).

o

Twin study bedroom: 15 sq m (with en-suite shower, toilet and basin: 18 sq
m)

o

Single disabled study bedroom, with en-suite disabled shower, toilet and
basin: 15 sq m.

o

Bathrooms: Either en-suite with study bedrooms/studio units or to serve a
maximum of 3 bedspaces.

o

Communal facilities and services which serve the needs of students shall be
provided for, which include laundry facilities, caretaker/security and refuse
facilities (either on site or nearby within a campus setting.’

The majority of the bedspace clusters are in compliance with the above outlined standards with
the exception of the 8 No. bedspace clusters which are slightly in excess of the standards. The
excess is due to the circulation space of the clusters, notably the habitable spaces remain below
the maximum GFA of 160 sq m. It is notable that the Strategic Housing Development (permitted
under ABP Ref. 300184-17) included 399 No. student accommodation bedspaces within which
some clusters were in excess of the 160 sq m maximum standard outlined in the Development
Plan. These larger clusters were considered acceptable by An Bord Pleanála.
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2.0

PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT (HOUSING) AND RESIDENTIAL TENANCIES ACT, 2016 (AS
AMENDED)
Section 9 (6) of the Planning and Development (Housing) and Residential Tenancies Act, 2016 (as
amended) sets out the following in relation to developments which materially contravene the
policies and objectives of a Development Plan:
(a) ‘Subject to paragraph (b), the Board may decide to grant a permission for a proposed
strategic housing development in respect of an application Planning and Development
(Housing) [2016.] and Residential Tenancies Act 2016 under section 4 even where the
proposed development, or a part of it, contravenes materially the development plan
or local area plan relating to the area concerned.
(b) The Board shall not grant permission under paragraph (a) where the proposed
development, or a part of it, contravenes materially the development plan or local area
plan relating to the area concerned, in relation to the zoning of the land.
(c) Where the proposed strategic housing development would materially contravene the
development plan or local area plan, as the case may be, other than in relation to the
zoning of the land, then the Board may only grant permission in accordance with
paragraph (a) where it considers that, if section 37(2)(b) of the Act of 2000 were to
apply, it would grant permission for the proposed development.’ [Our Emphasis]
TOC Comment: We note that the majority of the subject site is zoned Z4 with a small portion
zoned Z10 under the Dublin City Development Plan 2016-2022. Permissible uses for lands
zoned Z4 and Z10 include, but are not limited to, residential, retail, office, restaurant, office
and enterprise centre. As the subject scheme proposes a mixed-use development with 368 No.
student accommodation bedspaces and a co-working facility, the proposed development fully
complies with the zoning objective for the subject site.
Therefore, this Material Contravention Statement relates to building height which we
consider is appropriate and justified for the subject lands; and internal floor area which
exceeds the maximum standards for student accommodation, providing higher quality
accommodation.
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3.0

PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT ACT, 2000 (AS AMENDED)
As noted above, the Planning and Development (Housing) and Residential Tenancies Act, 2016 (as
amended) sets out in summary that ‘where the proposed strategic housing development would
materially contravene the development plan…then the Board may only grant permission where it
considers that, if section 37(2)(b) of the Act of 2000 were to apply’.
Section 37 (2) of the Planning and Development Act 2000 (as amended) states the following in
relation to material contravention:
(a) ‘Subject to paragraph (b), the Board may in determining an appeal under this section decide
to grant a permission even if the proposed development contravenes materially the
development plan relating to the area of the planning authority to whose decision the
appeal relates.
(b) Where a planning authority has decided to refuse permission on the grounds that a proposed
development materially contravenes the development plan, the Board may only grant
permission in accordance with paragraph (a) where it considers that—
i.

the proposed development is of strategic or national importance,

ii.

there are conflicting objectives in the Development Plan or the objectives
are not clearly stated, insofar as the proposed development is concerned,
or

iii.

permission for the proposed development should be granted having
regard to regional planning guidelines for the area, guidelines under
section 28, policy directives under section 29, the statutory obligations
of any local authority in the area, and any relevant policy of the
Government, the Minister or any Minister of the Government, or

iv.

permission for the proposed development should be granted having
regard to the pattern of development, and permissions granted, in the
area since the making of the development plan.’ [Our Emphasis]

TOC Comment:
Building Height
The maximum overall height of the proposed development is 27.26m. This height is located
along the northern elevation of Block C which has frontage onto St Luke’s Avenue. The height
of the proposed development also exceeds the prescribed height of the Development Plan
along Brabazon Row/Brabazon Place as the eastern elevation of Block B rises to a height of
25.66m. The subject site is located in the Inner City and is therefore categorised in the
Development Plan as low-rise due to the prevailing local height and context. The
Development Plan prescribes a maximum height of 24m (Residential) and 28m (Commercial)
for the Inner-City Area, with Student Accommodation classified as a residential use.
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The Liberties LAP 2009-2020 prescribes a maximum parapet height of 15m in a particular zone
with frontage onto Newmarket Square. Approximately 2m of the subject site lies within this
zone along a small portion of the southern boundary of the subject site. The proposed parapet
height for the portion of the proposed scheme within this zone is c. 16.8m.
The Urban Development and Building Heights Guidelines for Planning Authorities (December
2018) take precedence over the Development Plan and LAP. In particular, SPPR 1 of the
Guidelines notes that blanket numerical limitations on building height shall not be provided
for through statutory plans therefore the imposition of a restriction at the subject site would
be contrary to SPPR 1. Therefore, the height proposed in the subject scheme has taken the
opportunity to explore the potential for increased height along St Luke’s Avenue, rising to a
height of 27.26 m, as it is considered a main arterial route into the city centre. In this regard,
it is considered that the proposed architectural set-piece in this location is appropriate.
The height of the proposed scheme takes its cue from the height of permitted development
in the immediate vicinity of the subject site. For example, a site known as the ‘Blenders Site’
to the east of the subject site across Brabazon Place/Brabazon Row has planning permission
(DCC Reg. Ref. 3323/17 / ABP Ref. 300431-17) for the demolition of the existing buildings and
development of a mixed-use scheme encompassing 4 No. blocks ranging in height from part
4 No. to part 8 No. storeys over basement and enclosing a central courtyard. The maximum
overall height for the permitted scheme under DCC Reg. Ref. 3323/17 / ABP Ref. 300431-17, is
28m along St Luke’s Avenue. The permitted height along the Newmarket Square frontage is
16.5m in an area where the prescribed maximum parapet height is 15m.
The subject scheme of this planning application takes its cue from the pattern of development
and permissions granted within the vicinity of the subject site.
Guidelines for Student Accommodation
The 19 No. eight bedspace clusters within the proposed development range in size from 161.5
sq m to 170.6 sq m, thus exceeding the maximum internal standard of 160 sq m outlined in the
Development Plan. The excess is due to the circulation space of the clusters, notably the
habitable spaces remain below the maximum GFA of 160 sq m.
It is notable that the Strategic Housing Development permitted under ABP Ref. 300184-17
included 399 No. student accommodation bedspaces within which some clusters were in
excess of the 160 sq m maximum standard outlined in the Development Plan. These larger
clusters were considered acceptable by An Bord Pleanála.
The subject scheme for this planning application was designed noting the pattern of
development and precedence of permitted development within the vicinity of the subject
site.
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4.0

JUSTIFICATION FOR THE MATERIAL CONTRAVENTION
The following section demonstrates how the proposed development is wholly consistent with
national planning policy, pursuant to Section 37(2)(b)(iii) of the Planning and Development Act
2000 (as amended).

4.1

Project Ireland 2040: National Planning Framework
Project Ireland 2040: National Planning Framework (NPF) is the Government’s high-level
overarching strategic plan that aims to shape the future growth and development of the country.
The NPF is a long-term Framework that sets out how Ireland can move away from the current
‘business as usual’ pattern of development.
The NPF has set a specific objective in relation to lifelong learning and investment in higher
education as a means of also improving employment and innovation in Ireland. It views
investment in education and training as central to delivery of sustainable communities,
promoting inclusion and offering a range of choices and pathways to better education and
employment.
National Policy Objective 31
‘Prioritise the alignment of targeted and planned population and employment growth with
investment in:
•

The provision of early childhood care and education (ECCE) facilities and new and
refurbished schools on well-located sites within or close to existing built-up areas,
that meet the diverse needs of local populations.

•

The expansion and consolidation of third level facilities at locations where this will
contribute to regional development.

•

Programmes for life-long learning, especially in areas of higher education and
further education and training where skills gaps are identified.’

This means that cities like Dublin, with a strong higher education sector will play a key role in
delivering further consolidated expansion of its Institutions and Universities. This growth and
expansion will result in an increased demand on student accommodation. Regarding the
relationship between demand for student accommodation and the knock-on effect on supply of
the rental market, the NPF states that:
“Demand for student accommodation exacerbates the demand pressures on the available
supply of rental accommodation in urban areas in particular. In the years ahead, student
accommodation pressures are anticipated to increase. The location of purpose-built student
accommodation needs to be as proximate as possible to the centre of education, as well as
being connected to accessible infrastructure such as walking, cycling and public transport.
The national student accommodation strategy supports these objectives.”
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TOC Comment: The subject scheme proposes a high-quality purpose-built student
accommodation scheme which is ideally located proximate to a number of higher education
institutions. As such, the scheme will contribute positively towards increasing the supply of
much needed student accommodation.

A number of key national policy objectives are identified throughout the NPF such as the
following (in summary):
•

National Policy Objective 3a and National Policy Objective 3b aim to deliver
at least 40% of all new homes nationally, within the build-up of existing
settlements and to deliver at least 50% of all new homes that are targeted in the
five main Cities within their existing built-up footprints.

•

National Policy Objective 33 prioritises the provision of residential
development at appropriate scales within sustainable locations.

•

National Policy Objective 35 notes the aim to increase residential density in
settlements through a range of measures including (amongst others) in-fill
development schemes and increased building heights.

The NPF sets out that:
‘to effectively address the challenge of meeting the housing needs of a growing population
in our key urban areas, it is clear that we need to build inwards and upwards rather than
outwards.’ [Our Emphasis]
TOC Comment: The proposed scheme involves the redevelopment of an existing
underutilised brownfield, infill site within an existing area with a mix of industrial and
residential uses, which will contribute towards compact growth in Dublin in line with the
objectives of the NPF.
We note that the NPF recognises that building inwards and upwards is important to effectively
address the housing crisis. Therefore, we consider that as there is a significant importance
placed in the NPF to increase building heights in existing urban areas, the heights proposed
on parts of the subject site (part 2 to part 8 No. storeys with the highest elements only located
towards the northern boundary of the subject site) are appropriate given the site’s location in
an existing core urban area and its proximity to higher education institutions and public
transport.

4.2

Urban Development and Building Heights – Guidelines for Planning Authorities (December
2018)
The Urban Development and Building Heights Guidelines for Planning Authorities were adopted in
December 2018. The Guidelines set out that a key objective of the NPF is to significantly increase
the building heights and overall density of developments.
The Minister's foreword to the Height Guidelines acknowledges that Ireland's classic
development models for city and town cores has tended to be dominated by employment and
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retail uses, surrounded by extensive and constantly expanding low-rise suburban residential
areas which is an unsustainable model. There is an opportunity for our cities and towns to be
developed differently. Urban centres could have much better use of land, facilitating well located
and taller buildings, meeting the highest architectural and planning standards. The Guidelines
are intended to set a new and more responsive policy and regulatory framework for planning the
growth and development of cities and towns upwards rather than outwards.
The Height Guidelines denote that the:
‘Government considers that there is significant scope to accommodate anticipated
population growth and development needs, whether for housing, employment or other
purposes, by building up and consolidating the development of our existing urban
areas.’ [Our Emphasis]
Urban centres could have much better use of land, facilitating well located and taller buildings,
meeting the highest architectural and planning standards. The Height Guidelines note that:
‘A key objective of the NPF is therefore to see that greatly increased levels of
residential development in our urban centres and significant increases in the building
heights and overall density of development is not only facilitated but actively sought out
and brought forward by our planning processes and particularly so at local authority and An
Bord Pleanála levels.’ [Our Emphasis].
Chapter 2 of the Guidelines sets out the following Specific Planning Policy Requirement:
Specific Planning Policy Requirement 1
‘In accordance with Government policy to support increased building height and density in
locations with good public transport accessibility, particularly town/ city cores, planning
authorities shall explicitly identify, through their statutory plans, areas where increased
building height will be actively pursued for both redevelopment, regeneration and infill
development to secure the objectives of the National Planning Framework and Regional
Spatial and Economic Strategies and shall not provide for blanket numerical limitations
on building height.’ [Our Emphasis]
TOC Comment: The Development Plan prescribes a maximum inner-city height of 24m
(residential) and 28m (commercial) and the Liberties LAP prescribes a parapet height of 15m
within a specific zone along Newmarket Square (which includes a small portion of the subject
site)
It is our professional planning opinion that the imposition of such height restrictions be
contrary to Specific Planning Policy Requirement 1 which notes that blanket numerical
limitations on building height shall not be provided for through statutory plans.
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Chapter 3 of the Height Guidelines, 2018 expressly seeks increased building heights in urban
locations:
‘In relation to the assessment of individual planning applications and appeals, it is
Government policy that building heights must be generally increased in appropriate
urban locations. There is therefore a presumption in favour of buildings of increased height
in our town/city cores and in other urban locations with good public transport accessibility.’
[Our Emphasis]
The Guidelines further note that ‘Planning Authorities must apply the following broad principles in
considering development proposals for buildings taller than prevailing building heights in urban
areas in pursuit of these guidelines:
1. Does the proposal positively assist in securing National Planning Framework objectives of
focusing development in key urban centres and in particular, fulfilling targets related to
brownfield, infill development and in particular, effectively supporting the National
Strategic Objective to deliver compact growth in our urban centres?
TOC Response: As noted in Section 4.1, the proposed scheme involves the redevelopment of
an existing underutilised brownfield, infill site within an existing industrial and residential area
which will contribute to delivering compact growth in urban centres. The scheme is therefore
fully in accordance with the preferred approach of the National Planning Framework.

2. Is the proposal in line with the requirements of the development plan in force and which
plan has taken clear account of the requirements set out in Chapter 2 of these Guidelines?
TOC Response: SPPR 1 within Chapter 2 of the Guidelines sets out that blanket numerical
restrictions on building heights shall not be provided for in plans, in order to support building
height and density in locations with good public transport accessibility and particularly in
town/ city cores. As previously noted, the Dublin City Development Plan 2016-2022 prescribes
a maximum height of 24m (residential) and 28m (commercial) for Inner-City areas. Further to
this, the Liberties LAP prescribed a 15m parapet height for development within a specific zone
on Newmarket Square.
We reiterate that it is our professional planning opinion that imposing this height restriction
at the subject site would be contrary to Specific Planning Policy Requirement 1 which notes
that blanket numerical limitations on building height shall not be provided for through
statutory plans. Therefore, we consider the heights proposed consisting of partial heights of
27.26m along St Luke’s Avenue, 25.66m along Brabazon Row/Brabazon Place and 16.8m at
Newmarket Square are appropriate in order to accord with Government policy to increase
building heights in sustainable locations, particularly having regard to the Daylight/Sunlight
Analysis and the LVIA which demonstrate no material impact.
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3. Where the relevant development plan or local area plan pre-dates these guidelines, can it
be demonstrated that implementation of the pre-existing policies and objectives of the
relevant plan or planning scheme does not align with and support the objectives and
policies of the National Planning Framework?
TOC Response: We have clearly demonstrated that the prescribed heights of both the
Development Plan and the Liberties LAP are now outdated as a result of the progression of
National Policy and implementing such an objective would be contrary to SPPR1 of the Height
Guidelines, 2018 as discussed above. We note that an LVIA has been carried out by Mitchell
and Associates and a Daylight/Sunlight Analysis has been carried out by 3D Design Bureau,
both of which demonstrate that no material impacts will occur as a result of the proposed
development.

Specific Planning Policy Requirement 3
SPPR3 of the Building Height Guidelines sets out that:
‘It is a specific planning policy requirement that where;
(a)

1. an applicant for planning permission sets out how a development proposal
complies with the criteria [below]; and
2. the assessment of the planning authority concurs, taking account of the wider
strategic and national policy parameters set out in the National Planning
Framework and these guidelines;
then the planning authority may approve such development, even where specific
objectives of the relevant development plan or local area plan may indicate
otherwise.’ [Our Emphasis]

The Guidelines also note the following:
‘In relation to the assessment of individual planning applications and appeals, it is
Government policy that building heights must be generally increased in appropriate
urban locations. There is therefore a presumption in favour of buildings of increased height
in our town/city cores and in other urban locations with good public transport
accessibility.’ [Our Emphasis].
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As increased heights are proposed at the subject site, we have demonstrated how the proposed
development satisfies the specified criteria set out in Section 3 of the Height Guidelines as
follows:
Development Management Criteria
At the Scale of the Relevant City/ Town
Assessment Criteria
Comment
• The site is well served by public
• The subject site has excellent public
transport with high capacity, frequent
transport accessibility, with the LUAS Red
service and good links to other modes
Line (Fatima stop) approximately 1km or
of public transport.
12 minutes’ walk connecting the subject
site to Heuston Railway Station and the
DART line via Connolly Train Station. The
Cork Street Bus Corridor is immediately
adjacent to the northern boundary of the
subject site (Nos. 27, 77a and 151 routes)
and the Clanbrassil Street Corridor is also
nearby (Nos. 9, 16, 49 and 54a).
• A Mobility Management Strategy
prepared by Martin Rogers Consulting
Limited and enclosed with this Planning
Application provides further detail in
relation to the existing and proposed
public transport facilities serving the
subject site.
• The subject site is considered eminently
suitable for student accommodation given
the availability of sustainable modes of
transport.
• Development proposals incorporating
increased building height, including
proposals
within
architecturally
sensitive areas, should successfully
integrate into/ enhance the character
and public realm of the area, having
regard to topography, its cultural
context, setting of key landmarks,
protection of key views. Such
development
proposals
shall
undertake landscape and visual
assessment (LVIA), by a suitably
qualified practitioner such as a
chartered landscape architect.
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• It is our professional opinion that the
proposed scheme will successfully
assimilate into the surrounding context.
Furthermore, the subject scheme will
provide a contemporary interpretation of
the surrounding historic industrial
architecture, serving to develop a key
underutilised site, providing active street
frontages which will aid the regeneration
of the surrounding area.
• A Daylight/Sunlight Analysis and
Landscape Visual Impact Assessment
have been carried out, both of which
demonstrate that no significant material
impacts will occur.

• On larger urban redevelopment sites,
proposed developments should make a
positive contribution to place-making,
incorporating new streets and public
spaces, using massing and height to
achieve the required densities but with
sufficient variety in scale and form to
respond to the scale of adjoining
developments and create visual
interest in the streetscape.

• The proposed scheme will make a positive
contribution to the surrounding area by
developing a key underutilised site and
increasing the footfall within the area both
during the daytime and night-time.
• The height, scale and massing of the
proposed scheme responds to the scale of
recently granted schemes in the vicinity of
the subject site, such as the adjacent site
known as ‘The Blenders Site’ (DCC Reg.
Ref. 3323/17 / ABP Ref. 300431-17) which
has a maximum overall height of 28m
along St Luke’s Avenue. In comparison the
subject scheme has a lower maximum
overall height of 27.26 m, also along St
Luke’s Avenue.
• The subject scheme responds to its
immediate surrounding context stepping
down in height to the 2 No. Protected
Structures along a small portion of the
southern boundary of the subject site and
adjacent to the north western boundary.

Development Management Criteria
At the scale of District/ Neighbourhood / Street
Assessment Criteria
Comment
• The proposal responds to its overall
• The high-quality design of the subject
natural and built environment and
scheme will make a positive contribution
makes a positive contribution to the
towards the regeneration of the area,
urban neighbourhood and streetscape.
providing active street frontages onto all
streets which are all presently inactive.
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• The proposal is not monolithic and
avoids long, uninterrupted walls of
building in the form of slab blocks with
materials / building fabric well
considered.

•

The Design Statement prepared by
Henry J Lyons Architects and enclosed
with this application details the use of
materials and the stepped height
arrangement to break up the elevations
of the proposed development.

• The proposal enhances the urban
design context for public spaces and
key thoroughfares and inland
waterway/ marine frontage, thereby
enabling
additional
height
in
development form to be favourably
considered in terms of enhancing a
sense of scale and enclosure while

•

The subject scheme includes active
frontages onto St Luke’s Avenue in the
form of a co-working space which will
include a café/bar, a performance hall for
the use of the residents and local
community on Brabazon Row and the
main entrance to the subject scheme on
Newmarket.

being in line with the requirements of
“The Planning System and Flood Risk
Management – Guidelines for Planning
Authorities (2009)”.

•

The Site-Specific Flood Risk Assessment
prepared by CORA Consulting Engineers
and enclosed with this application
concludes that there is an overall low risk
level of flooding at the subject site.

• The proposal makes a positive
contribution to the improvements of
legibility through the site or wider
urban area within which the
development is situated and integrates
in a cohesive manner.

•

The high-quality design of the scheme
will ensure the development will be a
legible and attractive addition to the
area. As previously noted, the glazing on
each of the elevations and the resultant
active frontages will contribute towards
enhancing the legibility of the scheme
within its context.

•

The retention of the Brick Tower will
provide legibility to the subject scheme,
creating an attractive reference to the
historical context of the subject site,
which
is
now
surrounded
by
contemporary industrial architecture.

•

As set out in Section 2.0 of the Planning
Report, the proposed scheme seeks to
contribute towards reducing the deficit
of
purpose-built
student
accommodation in Dublin City. The
subject site is a key underutilised site,
with the existing buildings falling into
disrepair resulting in an unattractive site
that provides an inactive street frontage
across four sides of a city block. The
proposed development will create
much-needed vibrancy on the subject
site and contribute positively to the
regeneration of the surrounding area.

• The proposal positively contributes to
the mix of uses and/ or building /
dwelling typologies available in the
neighbourhood.
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Development Management Criteria
At the Scale of the Site/ Building
Assessment Criteria
Comment
• The form, massing and height of
• The Daylight/Sunlight Analysis notes that
proposed developments should be
all of the bedspace clusters at the upper
carefully modulated so as to maximise
levels comfortably meet the BRE
access to natural daylight, ventilation
guidelines on average daylight factor.
and
views
and
minimise
overshadowing and loss of light.
• The design of the subject scheme has
evolved through a creative process, in
conjunction with the results of the
Daylight/Sunlight analysis to ensure an
attractive living environment for future
residents which has a limited impact on
the surrounding residential amenity.
• The design of the subject scheme has been
carefully considered to ensure the
functional amenities such as Bin Stores
have been located in areas of the subject
site which may not have as much
daylight/sunlight throughout the day as
other parts of the subject site.
• Appropriate and reasonable regard
should be taken of quantitative
performance approaches to daylight
provision outlined in guidelines. Where
a proposal may not be able to fully meet
all the requirements of the daylight
provisions above, this must be clearly
identified and a rationale for any
alternative, compensatory design
solutions must be set out, in respect of
which the planning authority or An
Bord Pleanála should apply their
discretion, having regard to local
factors
including
specific
site
constraints and the balancing of that
assessment against the desirability of
achieving wider planning objectives.
Such objectives might include securing
comprehensive urban regeneration and
an effective urban design and
streetscape solution.
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• The
Daylight/Sunlight
Assessment
ultimately concludes that while the
proposed development may have a
perceptible impact on the level of daylight
received in a few of the windows on the
east of facing façade of the South Gate
Apartments, the majority of these
windows will suffer an imperceptible level
of impact.
• The Report also notes that the future
occupants will have access to external
amenity areas with good levels of sunlight
throughout the year and all bedspace
clusters located on the upper levels will
receive adequate levels of daylight
through-out the development.
• The more challenging areas in terms of
daylight/sunlight have been utilised for the
amenities of the subject scheme which do
not necessarily require daylight/sunlight
such as the Bin Store, Laundry Room and
Cinema/TV Room.

Development Management Criteria
Site Specific Assessments
Assessment Criteria
Comment
• Specific impact assessment of the
• These assessments are generally required
micro-climatic effects such as downwhen buildings are at least 30 No. metres
draft. Such assessments shall include
in height. Therefore, as the maximum
measurements to avoid/ mitigate
overall height of the proposed
such micro-climatic effects and,
development is 27.26 sq m, with buildings
where appropriate, shall include an
stepping down from this maximum height,
assessment of the cumulative microit is considered that this assessment is not
climatic effects where taller buildings
required.
are clustered.
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• In development locations in proximity
to sensitive bird and/ or bat areas,
proposed developments need to
consider the potential interaction of
the building location, building
materials and artificial lighting to
impact flight lines and/ or collision.

•

The AA Screening Report and Ecological
Impact Statement prepared by Openfield
Ecological Services has found that the
Project, alone or in combination with other
projects, is not likely to have significant
effects on the Natura 2000 Network or any
of the flora and fauna in the surrounding
area.

• An assessment that the proposal
allows for the retention of important
telecommunication channels, such as
microwave links.

•

N/A

• An assessment that the proposal
maintains safe air navigation.

•

N/A

• An urban design statement including,
as appropriate, impact on the historic
built environment.

•

A Design Statement prepared by Henry J
Lyons Architects and a Conservation
Report by Historic Building Consultants
and Molloy and Associates Conservation
Architects have been submitted with this
Planning Application. The scheme has
been sensitively designed to integrate into
the surrounding context and protect the
amenity of the protected structure that
directly abuts the eastern boundary of the
subject site.

• Relevant environmental assessment
requirements, including SEA, EIA, AA
and Ecological Impact Assessment,
as appropriate.

•

An AA Screening Report and Ecological
Impact Statement prepared by Openfield
Ecological Services has been submitted
with this planning application.

TOC Comment: It is considered that the proposed development providing heights of part 2 to
part 8 No. storeys and comprising 368 No. bedspaces of student accommodation and a coworking space at the subject site represents the proper planning and sustainable development
of the area as heights are suitable to its context of the area and are without a material impact
on surrounding amenity.
We submit that the development as proposed is in accordance with the clear direction in recent
national legislation to increase height and density in appropriate locations and the proposed
development can be successfully assimilated into its context.

4.3

Regional Spatial and Economic Strategy for the Eastern and Midlands Region
The Regional Spatial and Economic Strategy (or RSES) for the East and Midlands Regional
Assembly was published in June 2019. From this document a number of core Regional Policy
Objectives have emerged to work in concert with the National Planning Framework (NPF), and
to guide all Local Authority future plans, projects and activities requiring consent of the Regional
Assembly.
Under RPO 4.3 ‘Consolidation and Re-intensification’, the following objective is stated:
‘Support the consolidation and re-intensification of infill/brownfield sites to provide
high density and people intensive uses within the existing built up area of Dublin city
and suburbs and ensure that the development of future development areas is coordinated
with the delivery of key water infrastructure and public transport projects.’ [Our Emphasis]
TOC Comment: The subject scheme will provide 368 No. student accommodation bedspaces
with ancillary resident support facilities and a co-working space therefore appropriately
densifying this key underutilised city centre site.
The subject site is ideally located in an area in close proximity to a number of Higher Education
Institutions. Therefore, the proposed development will result in the intensification of a
brownfield site in an appropriate city centre location.

The Metropolitan Area Spatial Plan (MASP) for Dublin contained within the RSES notes the
following objective RPO 5.5:
‘Future residential development in the Dublin Metropolitan Area shall follow a clear
sequential approach, with a primary focus on the consolidation of Dublin and suburbs,
supported by the development of Key Metropolitan Towns in a sequential manner as set out
in the Metropolitan Area Strategic Plan (MASP) and in line with the overall Settlement
Strategy for the RSES. Identification of suitable residential development sites shall be
supported by a quality site selection process that addresses environmental concerns.’
TOC Comment: The subject site is contained within an established neighbourhood with a mix
of industrial and residential land uses, adjacent to high-quality public transport and within
walking distance of a number of Higher Education Institutions. Therefore, the proposed
development represents consolidated growth on an infill/ brownfield site.
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4.4

Dublin City Development Plan 2016-2020
The Development Plan outlines a number of policies and objectives which are relevant to the
proposed development:
Policy QH31 states that it is the policy of Dublin City Council to:
‘Support the provision of high-quality, professionally managed and purpose-built third-level
student accommodation on campuses or in appropriate locations close to the main campus,
in the inner city or adjacent to high-quality public transport corridors and cycle routes, in a
manner which respects the residential amenity and character of the surrounding area, in
order to support the knowledge economy. Proposals for student accommodation shall
comply with the ‘Guidelines for Student Accommodation’ contained in the development
standards’.
The Development Plan outlines a number of internal standards which apply to all proposed for
student accommodation:
•

‘Student accommodation to generally be provided by grouping study bedrooms in
‘’house’’ units, with a minimum of 3 bedspaces with an overall minimum gross floor
area of 55 sq m up to a maximum gross floor area of 160 sq m.

•

Single/Double occupancy studio units that provide en-suite bathroom facilities and
kitchenettes/cooking facilities will also be considered, with a minimum gross floor
area of 25 sq m and a maximum gross floor area of 35 sq m.

•

Within campus locations consideration will be given to the provision of townhouse,
‘’own door’’ student accommodation with a maximum of 12 bedspaces per
townhouse.

•

Shared kitchen/living/dining rooms shall be provided, based on a minimum 4 sq m
per bed space in the ‘‘house’’ and ‘’town house’’ unit, in addition to any circulation
space.
Minimum bedroom sizes for ‘’house’’ and ‘’town house’’ units will be:

•
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o

Single study bedroom 8 sq m (with en-suite shower, toilet and basin 12 sq
m).

o

Twin study bedroom: 15 sq m (with en-suite shower, toilet and basin: 18 sq
m)

o

Single disabled study bedroom, with en-suite disabled shower, toilet and
basin: 15 sq m.

o

Bathrooms: Either en-suite with study bedrooms/studio units or to serve a
maximum of 3 bedspaces.

o

Communal facilities and services which serve the needs of students shall be
provided for, which include laundry facilities, caretaker/security and refuse
facilities (either on site or nearby within a campus setting.’

TOC Comment: The proposed development will be professionally managed by NIDO Student
Accommodation and Housing, who are a highly experienced organisation with a proven track
record of managing similar high-quality student accommodation schemes.
The majority of the bedspace clusters are in compliance with the above outlined standards
with the exception of the 8 No. bedspace clusters which are slightly in excess of the standards.
The excess is due to the circulation space of the clusters, notably the habitable spaces remain
below the maximum GFA of 160 sq m.
It is notable that the Strategic Housing Development (permitted under ABP Ref. 300184-17)
included 399 No. student accommodation bedspaces within which some clusters were in
excess of the 160 sq m maximum standard outlined in the Development Plan. These larger
clusters were considered acceptable by An Bord Pleanála.

4.5

The Liberties Local Area Plan 2009-2020
The Liberties LAP outlines a number of policies and objectives which are relevant to the proposed
development:
•

‘Encourage day and night-time activities such as cafés, bars, restaurants and shops
around Newmarket square and along adjacent streets particularly Cork Street.

•

Create high quality offices and residential units around Newmarket Square and on
the site of the former local authority flats at Chamber Street.’

TOC Comment: The subject scheme provides high quality student accommodation, managed
by a highly experienced company with a proven track record. The additional facilities at
ground floor level of the subject scheme, such as the co-working space with associated
café/bar on St Luke’s Avenue, the performance hall on Brabazon Row and the main entrance
on Newmarket will all help to create an active street frontage which will in-turn serve to
reinvigorate the surrounding area.

The Liberties Local Area Plan prescribes a general height of 15 metres for a portion of the site
fronting onto Newmarket with the policy stating:
‘Buildings forming the edges of Newmarket Square must maintain a consistent parapet
height around the space at approximately 15 meters above ground level. Beyond the
parapet, buildings may extend in height provided they adequately set back to avoid
compromising the apparent height established by the parapet line’.

TOC Comment: The proposed development has a height of c. 16.8m along a small portion of
the southern boundary of the subject site, along the southern elevation onto Newmarket
Square, this slightly exceeds the height of 15m prescribed in the Liberties LAP.
This greater parapet height takes its cue from the adjacent permitted development on the
‘Blenders Site’ (ABP Ref. 300431-17) which has a permitted parapet height of c. 16.5m along
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Newmarket Square. It is notable that this permitted parapet height was considered
acceptable by both Dublin City Council and An Bord Pleanála.
Outside this prescribed area, the height begins to increase as it meets the corner with Ardee
Street creating a book-end element at the end of Newmarket Square, enclosing the new civic
space created by the Newmarket Part 8.
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5.0

CONCLUSION
According to Section 9 (6) of the Planning and Development (Housing) and Residential Tenancies
Act, 2016, An Bord Pleanála may grant permission for a Strategic Housing Development where
national policy takes precedence over the objectives of the Development Plan as prescribed in
Section 37 (2)(b) of the Planning and Development Act (as amended).
As noted throughout this Material Contravention Statement, the Development Plan prescribes a
maximum height of 24m (residential) and 28m (commercial) in Inner City areas. Further to this,
the Liberties LAP prescribes a 15m parapet height for a particular zone on Newmarket Square,
within which a small portion of the subject site lies.
We note that this policy was provided prior to the introduction of the Building Hight Guidelines.
An Bord Pleanála and Planning Authorities must have regard to these Guidelines and we note
with particular reference to the Specific Planning Policy Requirements (SPPRs) set out in the
Building Height Guidelines, these elements are mandatory. SPPR 1 of the Guidelines notes that
blanket numerical limitations on building height shall not be provided for through statutory plans
therefore the imposition of the prescribed 28m maximum overall height (Development Plan) and
the prescribed 15m parapet height on Newmarket Square (Liberties LAP) restriction at the
subject site would be contrary to SPPR 1.
It is our professional planning opinion that given the progression of National Policy, the Building
Height Guidelines take precedence over the height prescriptions of the Development Plan and
the Liberties LAP.
It is our professional planning opinion that the increased height and density proposed as part of
the subject scheme represents proper planning and sustainable development and is fully in
accordance with National Policy which seeks to increase height and density in appropriate innercity areas. The subject site is suitable to provide additional height in line with National Policy due
to its central and/or accessible location in close proximity to numerous substantial
employers/higher education institutes and the site is also well served by public transport
providing easy access to the city centre and the greater Dublin area.
Having regard to the reasons set out in this Material Contravention Statement for a maximum
overall height of 27.26m along St Luke’s Avenue, a partial height of 25.66m along Brabazon
Row/Brabazon Place and a parapet height of 16.8m adjacent to Newmarket Square as part of the
proposed development, it is our professional planning opinion that An Bord Pleanála should be
favourably disposed to granting permission for the subject scheme in accordance with Section 37
(2)(b) of the Planning and Development Act, 2000 (as amended).
In relation to the 19 No. eight bedspace clusters which are in excess of the maximum internal
standards set out in the Development Plan it is notable that the excess is due to the circulation
space of the clusters, notably the habitable spaces remain below the maximum GFA of 160 sq m.
Precedence for acceptance of internal standards in excess of the Development Plan can be seen
in a Strategic Housing Development (permitted under ABP Ref. 300184-17) included 399 No.
student accommodation bedspaces within which some clusters were in excess of the 160 sq m
maximum standard outlined in the Development Plan. These larger clusters were considered
acceptable by An Bord Pleanála.
We submit that the proposed development represents the proper planning and sustainable
development of the area.
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